California Revealed
Shipping Guidelines
For Oversize Print Materials, Newspapers, and Scrapbooks
(rev.26 Nov 2108)
Step One: Gather Supplies
• Shipping labels and label envelopes provided by FedEx
• Address labels
• Clear packing tape for assembling boxes
• Small boxes and padded mailers provided by FedEx
• Bubble wrap
**Note: styrofoam peanuts or padding are not recommended – foam can break down, leave residue, and cause a
mess.
• Sturdy boxes
• For paper-based materials: straight tab file folders for labeling each item with your unique object identifier, such
as a call number.
o Non-archival folders are available from Amazon, for example. These are fine for temporary housing.
o For permanent storage, consider archival boxes and folders from Gaylord, for example.
• For scrapbooks: archival Plastiklips for flagging material. Available from Gaylord, for example.
• ½”-1” acid-free tape (often called paper, painter’s or artist’s tape) for labeling items and wrapping bubble wrap
around fragile material. Available from JCX Expendables in San Francisco, Christy’s in Burbank, or Film
Tools online.
o Please do not use post-it notes as they can come off of objects during transit and processing.
Step Two: Call FedEx
We prefer FedEx because they are reliable and offer the best tracking system. If you would prefer to use another shipping
service, please contact us before shipping items.
Call FedEx (1-800-GO-FEDEX) or go online to set up a FedEx account if you don’t have one already. Request shipping
labels, label envelopes, boxes, and padded mailers. Mailers are good for enveloping items and can also be used for
additional packaging within a box if other packing materials are scarce.
When you talk to FedEx, it’s a good idea to check how much insurance comes with your account so you can be sure the
value of your item is covered during transit.
Step Three: Prep for Digitization
Please assign and label the container of each item with a temporary object identifier, such as a call number or
sequential number. For bound items, please insert a paper flag with the identifier. For unbound items, label its folder or
wrapping.
• As stated in the award letter, confirm the metadata that you’ve supplied, including format and extent.
• Use the award letter as a packing list. Include the identifier on a packing list and in the Islandora metadata record
using the “Call Number” field in Islandora so that CA-R staff can match objects to records. Multiple values can be
added in the Call Number field using the “Add Another Item” button, if needed.
• Please keep items in order according to their identifier.
• Do no harm – label the enclosure rather than the original item.
The vendor would like to know in advance if the object requires special handling. For example, is the item brittle, damaged
or deteriorated, is the book bound or unbound, can the book open 180°, are there multiple inserts, does content extend
into the margins/gutters? Please note special handling needs in the “Additional Technical Notes” field in Islandora. This
field is not a public field.
Please refer to our Statement of Work for full technical specifications and handling procedures.
See additional preparation instructions by format below.
a. Bound newspapers

b. Unbound newspapers
c. Microfilm
d. Scrapbooks
a) Bound Newspapers
•
•
•
•

Wrap bound objects with bubble wrap and make sure no edges are exposed. Tape bubble wrap to bubble wrap,
and never tape the object.
If newspapers are bound in hard covers, they may need to be disbound to ensure the content can be captured in
its entirety. In this situation, permission will be requested from the partner in advance, and additional charges may
apply.
If the newspapers are brittle, beginning to break, and/or are in pieces, they will require basic mending to allow the
pages to be handled for capture. See our newspaper shipping manifest for a complete description of special
handling procedures for newspapers and include a signed copy of the manifest with your materials.
Please confirm metadata for all issues has been provided. A shipping inventory listing each issue is helpful,
especially when dealing with large runs of newspapers.

b) Unbound Newspapers
• Ship newspapers in tidy bundles - ensure edges are aligned. Stack newspaper issues 2-4 inches thick, depending
on the total height of your shipping box. For handling and weight considerations, we do not recommend building
stacks of newspaper higher than 4 inches or packing more than 12 pounds in one box.
o Do not unfold newspapers if already folded.
o Separate issues with awkward folds or dimensions and use them to build separate stacks.
o If folded, alternate the orientation of the issues so the folds are evenly distributed.
§ Do not stack folds more than 5 at a time. This can place too much weight on one side of the stack.
• Take a piece of bubble wrap large enough to wrap around the stack of newspapers, and tape down with painter’s
tape. We recommend cutting bubble wrap to the same width of the newspapers to expedite this process.
o Remember to tape bubble wrap to bubble wrap, and never tape directly to the paper.
• Repeat this wrapping process to create a second layer of bubble wrap, but start the wrapping on the opposite side
of the previous layer. Alternating the direction of the wrapping creates tension and support on all edges and sides of
the newspaper.
o Wrap bubble wrap snugly around the edges of the stack, being careful not to crumple the edges.
• Next, focus on the two remaining (exposed) sides of the newspaper. Wrap 1-2 layers of bubble wrap around this
part of the stack.
At this point, you should have a nicely packed bundle of newspapers:

• Repeat this process with remaining stacks. Remember to keep overall size and thickness of bundles uniform. Use
additional bubble wrap for extremely fragile material, paying close attention to corners and edges.

• Place the newspaper bundles in the box, one on top of the other. Use a piece of cardboard (or additional bubble
wrap) at the top of the stack for an added layer of protection:

• Additional special handling may be required for digitization of unbound newspapers. See our newspaper shipping
manifest for a complete description of special handling procedures for unbound newspapers and include a signed
copy of the manifest with your materials.
• Please confirm metadata for all issues has been provided. A shipping inventory listing each is helpful, especially
when dealing with large runs of newspapers.
c) Microfilm
• Please ship reels in original boxes or containers. Note broken spools, signs of vinegar syndrome, and other
condition concerns in the “Additional Technical Notes” field in Islandora.
d) Scrapbooks
• Due to their unique nature, scrapbooks require advanced preparation before they are ready for digitization.
Please follow the steps below prior to shipping scrapbooks. If your scrapbooks include additional features not
discussed here, email team@californiarevealed.org so we can develop a workflow for your material.
• Inventories and record updates
o Please include a shipping manifest or item-level inventory indicating the presence of the elements
described above for each book/ volume. Please also add the information to the “Additional Technical
Notes” field of the item’s record in Islandora.
• Loose items
o Remove loose items and include them in a separate folder with the same title as the scrapbook. Items in
folders will be captured as individual “pages” and displayed at the end of the scrapbook.
OR
o Leave the item in place. Record the page on which it belongs in a separate shipping inventory and in the
“Additional Technical Notes” field in Islandora. Does the loose item belong with the left-hand side of the book
or the right-hand side? Loose items left in place will be captured twice: the first image will show the item “asis” (covering text/ pages beneath), while the second capture will show the item as a second page followed by
an image of any text or content hidden beneath.
o Please note: Items that were previously glued may become detached during handling. The vendor will
do their best to place items where they belong but when in doubt, will place them in the location
found, taking care to not obscure other content.
• Foldouts
o Mark fold-outs with a plastic clip. Fold-outs missing plastic clips will NOT be captured. To replicate the analog
experience, California Revealed will capture the book open, two pages at a time (“two up”, if possible), then
open and capture each piece one at a time. The vendor may open and capture multiple items at the same
time when possible to reduce the total image count.
o Please note large fold-outs (i.e., maps or full-page newspaper articles) may need to be captured at a different
ratio than the rest of the page or volume.
o Multiple fold-outs on a single page may pose difficulty for capture. CA-R staff will evaluate multiple fold-outs
on a case-by-case basis.

•

Inserts/ booklets
o Mark inserts or booklets with a plastic clip. Inserts will receive multiple captures: the first capture will be “as-is”
to show the context of the item in relation to the rest of the page while subsequent captures will feature each
page of the insert or booklet.
o Inserts/booklets missing plastic clips will NOT be captured.
• Layers
o Mark layers with a plastic clip. Layers will be captured in the order encountered, left to right piece, top layer to
bottom layer, unless otherwise specified.
o Multiple layers on a single page may pose difficulty for capture. CA-R staff will evaluate multiple layers on a
case-by-case basis. Please note layered content will be visible in each image - the vendor will not make any
effort to block out or cover the background content in order to minimize the risk of damage.
o Layered material missing plastic-clips will NOT be captured.

•

Binding
o Please note the vendor may request to disband your scrapbook to minimize stress and handling of pages. In
this situation, permission will be requested from the partner institution in advance.

Step Four: Pack
• Please deliver the materials ready for scanning, packaged and cushioned in shipping boxes that can be used to
safely ship to/from the digitization vendor.
• It’s often more convenient to keep materials in archival containers if they are already stored that way. Fill empty
space with bubble wrap or crumpled paper to ensure the materials will not bang around inside the box. If you’re
delivering collections using archival boxes, please try to keep the boxes under 26 x 22 x 12" if possible. Smaller boxes
can be shipped in a larger outer box, with additional packing around the inner boxes. Fill any open space that is left in
the box with bubble wrap or crumpled paper, and please pack materials tightly to ensure the materials will not move
and get damaged inside the box during shipping.
• Make sure the outer box is sturdy – tape all corners and double tape bottom and top. Also, cover any old labels,
barcodes, or address information on the box with tape/marker so that it is no longer visible.
• Add a separate address label with from:/to: information and tracking number, and use clear packing tape to cover
it. This will help the package reach its destination in case the FedEx shipping label falls off.
• When filling out the shipping label, it’s recommended that you use a low insurance claim (less than $100) to avoid
additional fees. Your account’s insurance should cover items lost or damaged during shipping up to $100.
o If you wish to purchase additional coverage depending on the value of the items being shipped, “collector
items” or “antiques” (like archival collections) are limited to a maximum declared value of $1,000.

•

Please note that your insurance will need to cover the materials when they are on our premises. When the
materials are in transit and with the vendor, the vendor’s insurance will cover the materials.

Step Five: Ship
• Be sure you have finalized your associated metadata, as requested in the award
letter, via Islandora or spreadsheet form.
• Please ship on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday to ensure a package is not held somewhere over the
weekend.
• Call FedEx (1-800-GO-FEDEX) or go online to request a pickup. Always write down pickup number in case
FedEx doesn’t show up.
• Please ship all materials pre-paid via FedEx Standard Overnight or 2-Day delivery to:
California Revealed
California State Library
900 N Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: 916-653-5074
Email: team@californiarevealed.org
• Please email Project staff with the tracking number for the shipment so they can track your package and let you
know when it arrives safely.
Please note that items are not insured when they arrive at the California Revealed office at the State Library, so please
check with your insurer to make sure the materials are protected while at our facilities. Items are insured by the vendor
when the materials are in transit and with the vendor.
If you have any questions about shipping, please call or email (916-653-5074/team@californiarevealed.org).

